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Reminder re “Graduation Walk - Clap Out for Seniors”  

Dear Parents of Members of the Class of 2018, 
 
The Herricks Class of 2018 is beginning a new “tradition” this year by having “Graduation Walks - Clap 
out for Seniors.”  While this a new tradition for Herricks, it is an activity that many other school districts 
are already doing.  Based on the feedback from those schools we believe that the activity will result in 
very positive benefits to our seniors who participate and the elementary school students (and staff) 
where each of our Seniors attended their first 5 years of education in Herricks. 
 
The activity will occur on Monday June 18, 2018 at 9:00 am.  Seniors are to report to the high school 
wearing their “Herricks Senior Shirt” by 8:45 am and get on the school bus that will be taking them to 
the elementary school they attended.  If any Senior did not attend elementary school in Herricks, he or 
she can still join in the fun by getting on any of the three buses.  The buses will be located in the circle in 
front of the high school.  (To participate, the Seniors must take the bus to the elementary school.  They 
may not drive their own vehicle to the school.) 
 
The buses will go to the designated elementary school (Center Street, Denton Avenue or Searingtown.)  
Upon arrival to the elementary school the seniors will get off the bus and be greeted by the principal 
and staff from that particular elementary school.  From there the seniors will be led to an entrance of 
the building where they will begin their “Graduation Walk.”  The elementary students will be out in the 
halls and will provide the “Clap Out for Seniors” as our seniors march through the halls.  I am not sure 
what (if any) other activities may be planned at each of the schools (that will be up to the staff of each 
building) but when the “Clap Out for Seniors” is completed the seniors will get back on their bus and 
return to the high school.  Once back to the high school the activity will be completed. The entire event 
should have seniors back to the high school before 10:00 am. 
 
This activity is not mandatory. That said, if your son or daughter has either not mentioned it to you, or 
indicated that he or she is not going to participate, may I suggest that you encourage him or her to do 
so.  This tradition will take off and I believe those Seniors who choose to not participate this year will 
regret their decision.  No doubt their classmates will talk about it in the future.  Likewise the elementary 
school students will remember this and look forward to being able to be doing it when they are seniors.  
They will be excited with the “big folks” walking through the building.  Given that for most students 
these are neighborhood schools, the “little folks” will recognize their siblings, neighbors or students they 
happen to see in their neighborhood. 
 
It should be fun for all.   
 
Thanks. 
Dr. Ruck 


